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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we look at the scattering behavior of different H-plane discontinuities in rectangular waveguides (tapers, filters, adapted sectoral horns). These components are translationally symmetric along one of two transverse directions. An H-plane discontinuity presents an incident electric field parallel to the unchanged transverse direction. Such a junction excited by a T E n0 generates modes of the same nature in access rectangular waveguides [1] . The generalized modal scattering matrix relates outgoing T E n0 modes to incoming T E n0 modes. Our main purpose is to define this matrix by taking into account propagating and evanescent waves.
For this purpose, Maxwell's equations are used in tensorial form, written in a nonorthogonal coordinate system where the boundary surfaces coincide with coordinate surfaces [2] . As a result, the expression of boundary conditions on the perfectly conducting walls becomes simplified. The complexity is transferred to the analytical expression of propagation equations [2, Chap. 2] . This formalism have given rise to some works in waveguide field. The first studies consider periodic waveguides with axial revolution symmetry [3, 4] . Those that follow have been interested in H-plane and E-plane discontinuities: waveguide bent [5] [6] [7] and tapers [8] [9] [10] .
The nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinate formalism is briefly described in Section 2. This formalism uses the covariant components E i and H i of electric and magnetic fields, respectively. These components inside the junction fulfill a differential system with non-constant coefficients. This system becomes identified with an initial value problem [9, 10] . Its numerical integration with many independent initial vectors (independent combinations of eigenmodes T E n0 ) allows the generalized modal scattering matrix to be obtained. The solving and integration principles presented in [9] are fitted to specifics of H-plane discontinuities (Section 3). Moreover, in this paper, we prove that to obtain a 2N × 2N -dimensional scattering matrix, it is only necessary to do N numerical integrations and not 2N . With respect to previous works [5, 6, [8] [9] [10] , the gain in computation time is then of 2. In this paper, we take a special interest in H-plane discontinuities with a longitudinal symmetry. With this nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinate formalism, propagation equations contain the problem geometry. The initial value system contains then the junction symmetries and the electromagnetic consequences can easily be deduced. In particular, an odd mode T E 2n+1,0 incident upon an H-plane discontinuity with a longitudinal symmetry only excites odd modes T E in rectangular waveguides. A similar conclusion is obtained in the case of even modes. A new demonstration that confirms this well-known physical result is here proposed.
In Section 4, a structure with two septums is analyzed on the range 8-16 GHz , then on an adapted sectoral horn and finally on a sinusoidal profile filter on 10-15 GHz . Several results are presented. The theory is verified by comparison with results obtained by other methods [11] [12] [13] .
PROPAGATION EQUATIONS
Tensorial Covariant Formalism of Maxwell's Equations
The studied H-plane junction in Figure 1 is a length l microwave component that ensures the continuity between two rectangular waveguides with different sizes. Input and output waveguides are of cross section a (i) ×b and a (o) ×b , respectively. (Afterwards, letters (g) = (i) and (g) = (o) denote quantities relative to input and output waveguides, respectively). Functions x = m(z) and x = n(z) that describe the perfectly conducting walls can be different. It is assumed that higher modes can propagate in rectangular waveguides and the dominant mode T E 10 is incident upon the junction.
We choose to solve the electromagnetic problem in a nonorthogonal coordinate system fitted to the studied component geometry. In a curvilinear coordinate system (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) , the Maxwell equations [2, Chap. 1] are given by (1):
E i and H i are the covariant components of electric vector E and magnetic vector H. D i , B i , and J i are the contravariant components of vectors electric displacement D, magnetic induction B and current density J, respectively. ρ is the charge density. g is the determinant of metric tensor. For a homogeneous and isotropic medium with permittivity ε 0 and permeability µ 0 the Maxwell equations (1) must be associated with the medium relations (2):
If there is no current density and no charge density, then Maxwell equations (1) and medium relations (2) expressed in a general coordinate system (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) lead to set of 6 partial differential equations relating the covariant components E i and H i . The time factor is in exp(jωt) where ω is the angular frequency.
Coordinate System -Metric Tensor
The nonorthogonal coordinate system (u, v, w) fitted to the junction geometry is obtained from the Cartesian system (x, y, z) by the transformation (4):
In this new coordinate system, the waveguide walls coincide with the following coordinate surfaces:
The change from Cartesian components (t x , t y , t z ) of vector t to covariant components (t u , t v , t w ) is given by:
where A denotes the Jacobian transformation matrix (7): 
The covariant component t v becomes identified with t y . Moreover, the covariant component t w is parallel to the waveguide walls given by u = 0 and u = a (i) (8) :
The change (9) from covariant components (t u , t v , t w ) to contravariant (t u , t v , t w ) is obtained by the metric tensor G (10) .
The tensor metric G c associated with Cartesian system is the identity matrix. A t denotes the adjoint matrix of A. The G determinant (10c) is a strictly positive z-function.
The expression (11) of contravariant components in terms of Cartesian ones is obtained from (8, 9) and (10b). We note that the field component t u is normal to coordinate surfaces u = 0 and u = a (i) .
Fields Components Inside the Junction and Rectangular Waveguides
There is no incident field and structural variation in the y coordinate, so we can write:
Substituting (10b) and (12) in (3), we obtain the expression of E u , H u , E w , and H w in terms of E v and H v only:
and we can express independent propagation equations for E y = E v and H y = H v :
According to (8) , (13), and (14), an H-plane discontinuity that is excited by the dominant mode T E 10 (expression (15) with n = 0, H
. A similar conclusion can be obtained if the incident mode is of the type T E n0 (15) . Therefore, the reflected and transmitted fields in rectangular waveguides are given by linear combinations of independent modes T E n0 .
The quantities W
The constant propagation γ
n0 defines the nature of wave (17):
n0 is real for a propagating mode : γ
n0 is imaginary for a evanescent mode : γ
The normalized amplitude coefficients A is associated with a wave moving in direction +z , B
Continuity of Field and Boundary Conditions
In accordance with (8), continuity of field transverse components in planes z = 0 and z = l is given as follows:
These relations lead us to study the propagation of covariant components H u (u, z) and E v (u, z) inside the structure.
is then expanded on sin(α n u) basis functions with α n = nπ/a (i) (20) .
In most cases, the magnetic component H u (u, z) is not normal to waveguide walls. Thus, 
x (x, z) is expressed as sin(nπx/a (g) ) basis functions. In order to make the solving of field continuity relations (19) easier, H u (u, z) is also expanded as sin(α n u) basis functions (21). 
MULTIMODAL SCATTERING MATRIX
Initial Value Problem
Combining (13) and (14), we obtain differential system (23):
with , z) , and h w (u, z) are solutions of (23) and (24). With this expansion (26), left and right-hand sides of (23) are both odd functions in terms of u and left and right-hand sides of (24) are both even.
Finally, after projecting (23) and (24) on trigonometric functions, several elementary calculations lead to a set of partial differential equations (27) relating the coefficients V n (z) and I n (z) . This system becomes identified with an initial value problem [14] . The fourth order Runge Kutta method is chosen for numerical integrations from z = 0 to z = l .
The numerical solution of (27) requires a truncation order N . It is then assumed that fields components E v and H u are well described by only N coefficients V n (z) and I n (z) (in (20, 21), V n>N (z) = I n>N (z) = 0) .
Discontinuities with a Longitudinal Symmetry Plane
Such a discontinuity has the symmetry plane x = a (i)
2 . Thus, coefficients d n are even and are given as follows:
In accordance with (28), we prove that odd amplitudes (V 2n+1 , I 2n+1 ) and even amplitudes (V 2n , I 2n ) fulfill two sets of non-coupled differential equations (29) and (30), respectively:
and
Consequently, an odd mode T E 2n+1,0 incident upon an H-plane discontinuity with a longitudinal symmetry only excites odd modes T E in rectangular waveguides. A similar conclusion is obtained in the case of even modes. With this nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinate formalism, propagation equations contain the problem geometry. The initial value system contains then the structure symmetries and thus the electromagnetic consequences can easily be deduced. This is an indisputable advantage of this method.
Initial Vectors and Generalized Scattering Matrix
Pairs (V n , I n ) and (V * n , −I * n ) fulfill the same differential system (27) (h * designates the complex conjugate of h) . Taking into account this remark, we prove that a 2N × 2N scattering matrix is obtained with only N numerical integrations instead of 2N . With respect to previous works [5, 6, [8] [9] [10] , the gain in computation time is then of 2.
First, N independent vectors putting together normalized amplitudes A 
For an evanescent mode:
δ n,m denotes the Kronecker symbol.
is a normalization constant, so that the power carried P (i) n n by a given mode T E n0 into a cross section of an input rectangular waveguide is 1 W .
For a given excitation (m fixed), expressions (18) allow equivalent voltages and currents W
associated with modes to be obtained. Initial conditions for ordinary differential equations (27) are given by field continuity relations (19a):
is the result of numerical integration of ODEs (27) from z = 0 to z = l . Output normalized amplitudes are deduced from (18) and (19b) as follows:
Second, we consider initial independent vector (34): For a propagating mode:
In accordance with (32), A
lead to equivalent currents and voltages that satisfy (35):
Pairs (V n , I n ) and (V * n , −I * n ) fulfill the same system (27). Therefore, the definition of 2N output independent vectors associated with 2N input independent vectors given by (31) and (34) 
requires only N numerical integrations. This method allows the multimodal transmission matrix [T ] to be obtained (36). The generalized scattering matrix [S] is deduced from [T ] (37). S
(ii) 1,1 is the reflection coefficient of the fundamental mode and S (oi) 1,1 the transmission coefficient.
. . .
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Restrictions of Numerical Nature
The propagation constant inside the microwave element are unknown. As a result of this lack, the amplitude unknowns (V 1 (z), . . . , V N (z), I 1 (z), . . . , I N (z)) should be considered as the sum of outgoing waves and incoming waves [13, 14] . The amplitudes first values of these different waves are fixed by initial conditions. A Runge Kutta algorithm is used for solving the initial value problem (27). With such an algorithm, some amplitudes associated with increasing exponential solutions are small instead of being zero [13, Chap. 15 of 14] . This unwanted other solution can be important to consider with the true one. For a long enough transition, sooner or later it dominates. The accuracy in scattering parameters S (gg ) ij ((g; g ) ∈ (i; o)) can be modified. It's essential to overcome this problem especially when the length discontinuity and the excitation vector size are important. For this, we consider the transition as several elementary sections in series. The combination of elementary multimodal scattering matrices by an iteration process already described [15] gives the overall S-matrix of the structure under consideration. The accuracy in parameters S (gg ) ij depends on the truncation order N and stub number N t .
N should be larger than the number of propagative modes T E n0 in access rectangular waveguides. N increases with the cross section size. Moreover, in the neighbourhood of junction planes z = 0 and z = l and inside the structure, evanescent modes ensure the coupling between outgoing and incoming propagating modes. The accuracy in parameters S (gg ) ij depends on the quality of coupling analysis and thus, on the number of evanescent modes taken into account. This number is all the more important since the discontinuity is steep.
From a numerical point of view, one should be capable of fixing the maximum length of the elementary stub knowing the mode number N . We choose the empirical rule presented by E. Marcelin in [5, Ch. 6 ] that is expressed in this manner: "As soon as the length of the structure under consideration is greater than the quantity proportional to the decaying factor of the N th evanescent mode, we can not obtain good results any more".
From our numerical experience, K = 2 is acceptable. So, we derive the number N t of elementary transitions by (39) where Ent(d) denotes the integer part of d and min(h(z)) the minimum of h(z) :
N t increases with the structure length l and with the excitation vector size 2N .
Analysis of a Sinusoidal Profile Filter
Results presented in Subsections 4.2 and 4.3 are provided using MATLAB on a Pentium II (350 MHz) .
The sinusoidal profile structure of Figure 2a 2 . Thus, only odd modes T E 2n+1,0 are excited.
We consider the transition I of length l/2 as N t elementary sections in series. The accuracy in parameters S (gg ) ij depends on N t . To illustrate this purpose, a measure of error [10] is defined as follows:
With N fixed, the quantity ∆Q We can study the stability of results according to the number of modes T E 2n+1,0 . For this, we define the quantity ∆P 
Steep Discontinuities and Adapted Sectoral Horn
The structure under consideration is shown in Figure 3a . Our method therefore allows steep discontinuities to be analyzed.
We take 14 modes T E n0 to obtain these results. According to the rule (39), the structure is considered as 5 sections. The computation time is 28 minutes with 25 frequencies. The classical modal analysis is used as a reference method [12] . With this method, the horn is approached by a 40-step transformer and the fields described by 8 modes. Agreement between these curves is good. 
CONCLUSION
The formalism proposed relies on the Maxwell equations written in a nonorthogonal coordinate system fitted to the analyzed H-plane structure geometry. To obtain the generalized S-matrix, this method requires the solving of initial value problem and many numerical integrations with a Runge Kutta algorithm.
During these integrations, unwanted solutions appear which can be important to consider with the true ones. It is essential to overcome this problem especially when the length discontinuity and the T E n0 modes number are important. For this, we consider the transition as several elementary sections in series. The combination of elementary multimodal scattering matrices by an iteration process [15] gives the overall S-matrix of the structure under consideration. This process ensures the stability of results.
For compact structures (length and width smaller than 2-3 λ) , the computation time (mainly due to the integration method and its consequences) is weak enough. Thus, we propose using this analysis tool for shape optimization problems, for example, the design of broad-band filter.
